
IR Ultra Series
Indoor Rental LED Display- P1.9, P2.6, P2.9 

Excellent and safe  
module design

Easy maintenance and 
good  cooling design

Optimized curve lock and  no 
black-lines design

XR technology 7680 refresh rate Stunning vision



Excellent and Safe Module Design
To meet different needs of live events  projects, 
our IR Ultra series uses  front and rear module 
maintenance  design. Armed with N52 type 
strong  magnets on the LED modules, the  LED 
panel will be more secured.
The pixel pitch P1.9, P2.6, and P2.9 are 
available.



Easy maintenance and good cooling design
Beside the magnetic module design, all  components like 
receiving cards, hub board,  power supply, and other 
accessories are in a  detachable box which can be 
swapped out in  few seconds. This greatly reduces the  
“downtime” during the event.

What's more, heat sink strips are on the  backside of the 
control box, which helps to cool  the power supply quicker.



Optimized curve lock and  no black-
lines design

The curve locks use rotat ing design and  
support  the curve from -15 degree to 15  
degree. The lock fastens the cabinet more  
f i rmly and rapidly.

There are soft  str ips on the lef t  and r ight  
s ide of the panel.  They block the l ight f rom  
the back of the screen, so the screen won’t   
appear black l ines caused by the gaps  
between the panels.



XR technology

Our IR Max series have been 
specifically developed for used in fi lm 

& TV industries as well as extended 
reality applications. Premteco’s 

intelligent electronnic design 
capabilit ies performed acritical role in 

the XR’s high-performance abilit ies, 
creating a display that is meticulously 

close to real-life imagery.



7680 refresh rate
The high refresh rate ensures the smoothness of every frame of the images, thus 
the LED display won’t appear fl icking on the highspeed camera.

1920Hz 7680Hz



Stunning vision
The IR Ultra is able to perform a 
refresh rate of 7680Hz, a max 
frame frequency of 236Hz and a 
max grayscale of 16 bits. With 
these characteristics, our IR 
Ultra can easily be synchronized 
with most of brands of high-
quality broadcast cameras, no 
even one frame delay.

low  frame frequency high  frame frequency

12 bits 16 bits



Application Fields

To fit every different scenes, indoor full 
color is made up of superior quality 
materials with the concise and strong 
cabinet. This product is usually used in:

l Program;

l Show;

l Film Studio.




